CHALLENGE-O-RAMA!
DECIPHER MORSE CODE
Morse code (actually, a cipher) was invented by Samuel Morse
and was used in the early 1800's to message people by
telegraph. It is a series of beeps that are short and long. In
writing Morse code, the long beeps are written as dashes, and
the short beeps written as dots. (Each letter is separated by a /)

●● / ▬ / ●▬ / ▬● / ●● / ▬●▬●
●● / ●●●
●●● / ●● / ▬● / ▬●▬ / ●● / ▬● / ▬ ▬●
▬/

What is the message:
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

WINTER WINDOW SCAVENGER HUNT
How many things can you spot outside your window this winter?

Try to spot..

I found it! (describe it below)

Something spotted or polka-dotted
A tree with needles
A car
Something that begins with the
same letter as your first name
An animal
Something blue
A bird & something they would eat
Something that surprised you

Return this completed sheet by 3/21 First and Last Name: _______________________________________
to any Scott Co. Library or mail to:

Cozy Up Prize Drawing
Scott Co Library Admin
1615 Weston Court
Shakopee, MN 55379

Street Address:_____________________________________________
City/State/Zip:______________________________________________
You don't have to have the answers correct to enter the prize
drawing, but if you are curious to know the answers check our
website at www.scottlib.org/cozy

MINNESOTA TRIVIA
1. St Paul was originally called:
a. Cow’s Head
b. Pig's Eye
c. Dog’s Bone

2. How many lakes are actually in MN?
a. 14,380
b. 13,120
c. 12,150

3. What sport was first done on Lake
Pepin in 1922?
a. Hockey
b. Curling
c. Water Skiing

4. From what Minnesota city did the
Greyhound Bus Line first launch in 1914?
a. Duluth
b. Hibbing
c. Rochester

5. Which of these famous Minnesotabased musicians was born outside MN?

PROHIBITION TRIVIA
by Scott Co Historical Society

1. Prohibition devastated industries related
to alcohol unless they found a way to
adapt. Which Scott County business
actually grew during Prohibition?
a. Jordan Brewery
b. Shakopee Brewery
c. Ries Bottling Company

2. Most of Scott County opposed
Prohibition and many speakeasies popped
up around the county. In which of these
businesses was alcohol secretly sold?
a. a barbershop in Belle Plaine
b. a soda parlor in Jordan
c. the Rock Spring Café in Shakopee
d. all of the above

3. Where did one innovative farmer hide
his alcohol?
a. In his barn, covered in manure
b. in his attic
c. Under his potato plants

a. Bob Dylan
b. Lizzo
c. Prince

4. Two brothers in Belle Plaine ran a still
and bootlegging business by creating a
fake business to cover up their illegal
activity. What business did they build?

6. True or False: Minnesota has more
shoreline than Florida, California, and
Hawaii combined.

a. a bakery
b. an auto body paint shop
c. a livestock feed company

a. True
b. False

5 .The repeal of Prohibition was ratified by
state conventions. How many people in
Savage voted to KEEP Prohibition?

7. What President gave his famous
“Speak Softly and Carry a Big Stick”
speech at the Minnesota State Fair in
1901?
a. Grover Cleveland
b. Theodore Roosevelt
c. William McKinley

a. one
b. fifteen
c. everyone except one
For historical photos, more trivia,
and the FASCINATING answers,
visit www. scottlib.org/cozy

MIRROR
DRAWING
Mirror drawing is a
drawing exercise where
you are given half of a
picture, and then are
challenged to draw the
other half of the picture.
Use your pens included in
this packet or your own
drawing utensils. You can
try to duplicate the left side
of the photo as closely as
possible. Or you can make
the right side wild and
creative - just enjoy!

Here are some other
mirror drawing ideas to
try. You may even be able
to use the actual object
instead of a photo:
faces
flowers
butterflies
doll or stuffed animal
owl
reflective lake scene
snowman
feather
pine cone

PUTTING MEMORIES INTO WORDS...

...can help us feel creative, share memories, and keep our minds active

Maybe you’ll enjoy writing your thoughts down in a notebook with your
morning coffee, or perhaps you’ll prefer dictating to a computer by a
sunny window with afternoon tea.
Whether writing your own memories or recording recollections for another
person, write freely without editing or correcting to preserve the subtle
differences in language that make your stories truly your own.
We’re sharing a few writing prompts for inspiration on your new writing routine. Try
one writing prompt each day for a week to launch your new writing habit!

Warming up:
What is your favorite
book or movie? Why?
Did you hear anything
unusual today, including
in local or national news?

Stretching the
imagination:
List 5 things that make
you smile.
Describe your favorite
season of year, the
weather, the activities,
the foods.

Reaching back for memories:
What was the first house you remember? Describe it from memory,
using as many senses (see, smell, taste, hear, touch) as you can.

Describe an early job. What were your duties? What kind of training
prepared you? Was it satisfying and why?

Choose a photo of yourself. Describe where it was taken. Who
else is in the photo? What event is happening?

